Geoengineering in the Anthropocene through Regenerative Urbanism
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Abstract: Human consumption patterns exceed planetary boundaries and stress on the biosphere can be expected to worsen. The recent “Paris Agreement” (COP21) represents a major international attempt to address risk associated with climate change through rapid decarbonisation. The mechanisms for implementation are yet to be determined and, while various large-scale geoengineering projects have been proposed, we argue a better solution may lie in cities. Large-scale green urbanism in cities and their bioregions would offer benefits commensurate to alternative geoengineering proposals, but this integrated approach carries less risk and has additional, multiple, social and economic benefits in addition to a reduction of urban ecological footprint. However, the key to success will require policy writers and city makers to deliver at scale and to high urban sustainability performance benchmarks. To better define urban sustainability performance, we describe three horizons of green urbanism: green design, that seeks to improve upon conventional development; sustainable development, that is the first step toward a net zero impact; and the emerging concept of regenerative urbanism, that enables biosphere repair. Examples of green urbanism exist that utilize technology and design to optimize urban metabolism and deliver net positive sustainability performance. If mainstreamed, regenerative approaches can make urban development a major urban geoengineering force, while simultaneously introducing life-affirming co-benefits to burgeoning cities.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Anthropocene

The impact of humans upon the biosphere is leaving a pervasive and persistent signature on Earth. This human geologic agency is the basis of proposals for a new geologic epoch—the Anthropocene [1–3]. This agency differs from all previous epochs in that human awareness provides this epoch with a “consciousness”. It is this intentional anthropogenic agency in relation to environmental impact, upon which this article focuses. If negative Anthropogenic impact results from previous conscious decision making by humans, so it follows, that conscious decisions can also steer the planetary future away from the existential risks as outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [4], to shape a positive outcome for the Anthropocene. However, there has not yet been a clear idea of how this can be done. This paper outlines how cities can harness their positive potential to regenerate the Anthropocene [5]. Cities lie at the nexus of environmental impact, mitigation and governance and as such represent an important target if one wishes to make a big impact on sustainability. Since the majority of the world’s growing population is urban, and urbanizing [6], city regions are the frontier...
of future environmental impact, they can also become the arena best suited for mitigating this impact. This will be given focus by understanding the changes to urban metabolism that must be engendered to enable such a radical change in human history.

1.2. High Level Governance of Anthropogenic Climate Change

Anthropogenic climate change is well documented, having been the subject of mainstream science for around three decades [7,8]. As humanity tracks, monitors and recognizes the increasingly adverse environmental impacts and risks related to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [9] the urgency to act is becoming a powerful political agenda [10–12].

The last decade has seen a rapid rise in mainstream environmental consciousness and this is beginning to permeate national and international policy. Significant steps have been taken toward forging international agreements, most significantly with the announcement of the Paris Agreement (COP21) in December 2015 [13]. The objective of the agreement is to build momentum toward neutralizing the risk of climate change through stabilization or mitigation of GHG emissions. Mitigation, as defined by the IPCC, is a human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of GHG [14].

The Paris Agreement is the first universal global climate deal (signed by 195 countries). It commits signatory nations to “aggregate emission pathways consistent with holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 °C above preindustrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5 °C above preindustrial levels” [13]. Increasing risks of climate inaction are outlined by the IPCC [15] with this in turn driving an increased urgency to consciously manipulate the planetary climate in the Anthropocene [14]. The Paris Agreement, while requiring emission reductions, does not explicitly provide pathways for achieving its goals. The details are the domain of each sovereign state to determine, but undoubtedly this commitment will require large scale socio-technical transformation [16–18]. The current path dependent lock-in of a hydrocarbon fuelled economy is well documented (see [19–21]). The smooth transition to a low carbon economy will be very difficult due to the high resistance to change typical of path dependence [16,18,22]. Climate change is a “wicked problem” [23] highly resistant to resolution due to complex interconnections between institutions and infrastructures of current conventional production processes and products. Resistance to change is further confounded by entrenched cultural values and assumptions that involve marketing, social groups, policy makers who provide regulatory frameworks, industry associations and various associated networks [24]. As a result of these mutual dependencies the tendency is for incremental change along predictable trajectories [17]. However, what is needed, and indeed what the Paris Agreement calls for, is wide-scale disruptive innovation to current systems of production, to ensure that atmospheric CO$_2$eq is kept below 450 ppm by 2100 to reduce the risk of severe climate change [4]. The Agreement mandates rapid change but what is needed are the tools for large-scale mitigation.

1.3. Geoengineering: The Silver Bullet?

The need for large-scale rapid decarbonization has driven investigations into a simple “silver bullet” for climate change mitigation. This has led to proposals for geoengineering [25,26]: the “deliberate, large-scale intervention in the Earth’s natural systems to counteract global warming” [27]. Geoengineering approaches can be divided into two major classes, “carbon dioxide removal” (CDR) and “solar radiation management” (SRM) (alternatively known as “albedo management”) [14,26,28]. Where CDR actively mitigates, SRM is largely used to reflect solar radiation and in this sense is proposed more as a temporary management tool for extreme events.

The IPCC working group III on Mitigation of Climate Change accepted that in the face of extreme climate events the need to quickly offset warming may be required [14]. The report goes on to warn that terrestrial geoengineering techniques would require large scale land use changes, involving local and regional risks, while ocean based techniques (such as iron fertilization) would involve “significant transboundary risks for ocean ecosystems”. Similar risks also exist for solar radiation management.
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(SRM) which, involves reflective particles or aerosols in the upper atmosphere [14]. The IPCC report highlights questions around “costs, risks, governance, and ethical implications” relating to SRM in particular. These ethical issues were the focus of the “Oxford Principles” developed in 2011 “to provide a code of conduct for geoengineering research” [27]. In addition to environmental risks, the Oxford Principles identified “social risks”, for example, “geoengineering research as an excuse to delay reducing emissions” and “knowledge risks” for example “risks that arise from what would happen if we were not able to undertake such research” (i.e., ignorance of the possible techniques that may avert an existential threat to society) [27]. The underlying risks outlined by the Oxford Principles are varied in nature and include practical, ethical and governance concerns.

Similar findings were published in a technical evaluation of impacts report by the US National Academy of Science in 2015, which stated that “climate intervention (geoengineering) is no substitute for reductions in carbon emissions and adaptation efforts aimed at reducing the negative consequences of climate change” [28]. Conventional geoengineering brings with it uncertainty related to unknown or unexpected outcomes in global ecological systems that could threaten the survival of human and other life.

In light of this uncertainty (ethical and governance as much as technical), we suggest city-centric urban geoengineering in lieu of conventional geoengineering approaches. This approach builds upon Fink’s suggestions for geoengineering cities to stabilize climate [5], and would incorporate Flannery’s “third way” CDR technologies [29]. Third way technologies “recreate, enhance or restore the processes that created the balance of GHG, which existed prior to human interference, with the aim of drawing carbon, at scale, out of the Earth’s atmosphere and/or oceans” [29]. Flannery is looking for plants and minerals that can achieve this. Combining urban geoengineering with third way technologies, it is possible to bring the solution back into the heart of human habitats and the generator of most GHG emissions—the city. Coupling rapid climate change mitigation with low carbon urban growth will accelerate CDR processes and may avoid the need for temporary geoengineering measures such as SRM. Focusing upon the urban environment as the arena for change will reduce potential environmental risks to remote geographies such as unproductive land, the atmosphere or the sea, that are typically identified for geoengineering actions.

2. The Potential of Cities

2.1. The Phenomenal Growth of Cities

Population growth during the Twentieth Century increased threefold, while global market activity increased 50 fold, representing a 16 fold per capita increase in consumption [30]. Most of this increase in wealth can be attributed to the dramatic growth in city population from around 220 million urban dwellers in 1900 to 2.84 billion in 2000 [31]. By 2014, 54% of the world’s population were residing in cities and by 2050 this figure is expected to be close to 70%; and with this increasing urbanization “sustainable development challenges will be increasingly concentrated in cities” [6]. Humans have become an “urban species”.

Per capita consumption rates of energy [32,33], and many other resources [34], are typically lower for people living in higher density areas than their suburban or rural counterparts, but room exists for far greater improvements. Redesigning urban environments to drastically reduce per capita consumption has the potential to play a central role in reducing GHG emissions either through the provision of more efficient infrastructure, or, infrastructure that influences more efficient behaviour [35].

To accommodate the projected urban population growth of 2.5 billion people to 2050 from now [6], it will be necessary to build as much new urban infrastructure as existed globally in 1950, but instead of developing over centuries, this infrastructure will need to be built in a little over three decades (see Figure 1, based upon United Nations global growth projections [36]).
were among the fastest growing in the OECD in 2015. They have grown by 25% since 2000 [38], and goals (e.g., the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals [41]).

Redevelopment and renewal of these existing urban areas adds significantly to the global scale of city building over the coming decades. By way of example, Australia’s modern and highly liveable cities, were among the fastest growing in the OECD in 2015. They have grown by 25% since 2000 [38], and the growth from 2016 to 2060 is projected to be another 40% [38]. Of this growth, 70% is projected to occur in the capital cities and every major city’s long term planning policy has set targets for around 50%–70% infill development (i.e., redevelopment within existing urban areas). Meeting these infill policies will see large areas of Australia’s existing, but relatively unsustainable urban fabric, undergo large scale renewal and rebuilding [39].

Opportunity for low carbon urban infrastructure can then be found in:

- cities and urban areas yet to be built;
- urban upgrades in slums;
- urban renewal in growing developed cities;
- urban retrofits of existing areas [40].

It is the unprecedented scale and rate of urban growth and renewal that presents both the challenge and the opportunity. Harnessing this massive urban growth to deliver sustainable cities has the potential to both reduce carbon and repair the biosphere, while also meeting multiple global goals (e.g., the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals [41]).

Innovators in the built environment sector are already demonstrating how green urbanism can radically reduce carbon emissions, while maintaining or even enhancing liveability [35,42–44]. Rapid urbanization presents an opportunity for cities to emerge as an environmental solution as opposed to generators of environmental problems, as long as they adapt to this historic task through strong leadership driving a powerful green urbanism as outlined below. This is the premise behind Sustainable Development Goal 11 “to make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” and adopted by 193 nations in 2016. It is the rationale for international organizations such as C40 Cities [45] and ICLEI [46] that have had a strong sustainable city agenda for some time and for the creation of international standards such as ISO 37120:2014—Sustainable development of communities—Indicators for city services and quality of life [47], and ISO 37101:2016(E) Sustainable Development in Communities—Management system for sustainable development [48]. These organizations, goals and standards are all aimed at influencing behavior and outcomes. What is still missing in most jurisdictions is a mechanism to raise revenue for
agencies responsible for overseeing urban processes to invest in and monitor sustainability measures. For emissions, this might take the form of a local carbon tax or other rate based income stream to provide payments to the various responsible agencies to help facilitate the required transition.

2.2. Urban Geoengineering and Green Urbanism

As described earlier, carefully planned urban development may provide infrastructure that helps cities decarbonize; through emission reduction, energy efficiency and third way technologies, which collectively perform an urban geoengineering function. The large decarbonizing potential of cities is only just beginning to be understood. Human settlements in the process of delivering necessary infrastructure to house a rapidly growing population can play an integral role in decarbonizing the planet [21,49–51].

However, global warming is just one of several planetary boundaries currently being transgressed. The potential for a genuinely “green urbanism” by cities and their bioregions, can go further than decarbonizing alone to help address several other planetary limits including land-system change, freshwater use, biodiversity integrity, and biochemical flows of Phosphorus and Nitrogen among others [52–54]. It is the integrated approach of green urbanism that addresses other planetary boundaries while providing habitat for humans that makes the large scale decarbonizing of cities preferable to other geoengineering approaches.

To perform an effective urban geoengineering function, urban development will need to go beyond net-zero (i.e., offsetting all embodied and operational carbon) to become net-positive [55,56]. This may be achieved through the creation of cities that are very efficient in terms of operational and embodied energy, and that allow the generation of more energy than is consumed over urban infrastructure lifecycles through the extensive use of renewable energy sources [57]. An example of this is the Solarsiedlung city block of ‘plus energy’ houses in Freiburg, Germany [58]. Only a coordinated and holistic approach to urban development with an emphasis on third way technologies and integrated urban design can achieve this, and only strong governance at all levels, especially the urban scale, can co-ordinate this [35,42,59]. The approach, as outlined below, is being called “regenerative urbanism”.

Governance of a regenerative urban system that initiates urban geoengineering, will require measuring and monitoring of sustainability performance. Urban sustainability performance can be analyzed through a material and substance flow analysis [60,61]. Mapping the flow of resources through the city is a well-established, if underutilized, process usually described as urban metabolism [62–65]. Urban metabolism modeling provides a tool for understanding, monitoring and designing the performance of urban systems, not just in terms of GHG emissions, but also broader sustainability elements including renewables, water, waste, transport and food. Good governance of urban sustainability performance will require an efficient urban metabolism, facilitated through the delivery of more sustainable urban infrastructure.

2.3. Three Horizons of Urban Sustainability Performance

Measuring urban metabolic flows makes it possible to differentiate between three levels of green urbanism commitment: “green design”, “sustainable development” and “regenerative urbanism”. Each of these levels, or horizons, represents a step-change in urban planning innovation and systems integration. Horizon thinking is usually associated with business innovation to plan for future opportunities, its application to urban planning was first used by Newton [66]. We apply this approach to the three horizons of urban sustainability performance. Effectively, these notions correspond to three levels of efficiency in urban metabolism: green design has a lower ecological footprint than the usual extractive linear metabolism; sustainable development aims to be net-zero in its footprint; however, regenerative cities demonstrate a circular metabolism that enables net positive outcomes [58,62,67]. Exemplars are provided to describe some real world examples of such regenerative urban systems. The three horizons are illustrated in Figure 2.
whether a development is conventional, green, sustainable or regenerative, planners will need to understand the relative potential of an area to be transformed and weaknesses that may be improved. A similar approach may be applied to any number of sustainability metrics including water, waste, food and biodiversity to measure and to understand how these elements are performing.

In terms of these three innovation horizons, simple green design approaches to development are now commonplace, sustainable development is occasionally observed and regenerative design can only be described as emergent. Yet, often there is no clear definition between the urban sustainability performance of any given “green” development and a plethora of terms may be used to describe the outcome such as “eco-city”, “sustainable city”, “smart city”, “low-carbon city”, “resilient city” to name a few [73,74]. What is critically important is the consistent definition of performance metrics as measured through an urban metabolism model [61,62,64,75,76]. From a city planning perspective whether a development is conventional, green, sustainable or regenerative, planners will need to understand the relative potential of an area to be transformed and weaknesses that may be improved.
The next section describes these three horizons in relation to energy (in terms of GHG emissions). It relates to decarbonizing cities and the role cities may play in implementing the Paris Agreement. A similar approach may be applied to any number of sustainability metrics including water, waste, food, and biodiversity to measure and to understand how these elements are performing.

2.4. The Three Urban Horizons in Relation to Decarbonizing Cities

The three urban horizons can describe urban performance within a defined geographic area, at whatever scale, whether a plot, precinct or a whole city. Sustainable Development results from a steady state of basic resources [77] (e.g., net zero emissions, biodiversity). This steady state threshold forms a baseline below which urban sustainability improvements can be described as green design and above which can be called regenerative. Green design is less bad than conventional development (i.e., development that meets the minimum planning regulations), but ultimately still degrades the biosphere; whereas regenerative urbanism results in the net repair to one or more parts of the system.

To be regenerative in terms of climate mitigation, carbon dioxide equivalence (CO2–e) will need to be net negative, either within the subject area boundary or through offsets at another location. Methods for calculating CO2–e are complicated and are subject to carbon accounting standards such as the greenhouse gas protocol [78].

Usually, it is more useful to think of sustainability implications from a precinct or city scale rather than an individual plot because greater efficiencies can be achieved through a combination of integral, on-site and precinct-wide infrastructure, such as renewable energy [57,79,80]. Where the aspiration is for low carbon development, shortfalls can be addressed through off-site supply. Higher densities with distributed renewable energy supply and shared infrastructure provision at the precinct or city scale offer co-locational advantages with cost per dwelling decreasing as densities increase [81].

Green design represents an improvement upon conventional performance; in relation to energy its key components may be represented as a triangle [82,83] split into three sections as seen in Figure 3. The triangle base represents the major energy savings through demand management measures, i.e., less consumption; the middle band efficiency e.g., transport efficiency, heating and cooling efficiency, appliance efficiency; and the top of the triangle, renewable energy or other low carbon energy source e.g., photovoltaic panels. The triangle shape conceptualizes the relative emissions savings of each band with most of the effort and most of the GHG emission reductions met through demand management, leaving only a small need for renewable energy to meet local GHG reduction targets.

![Figure 3. Conceptual diagram of the carbon reduction elements of Green Design.](image)

Sustainable Development, in the context of GHG, aims to be “carbon neutral”; this is typically achieved by increasing the renewable energy component until the renewables offset operational and embodied energy (see B in Figure 4).

The introduction of urban geoengineering techniques, that could perform ‘third way’ CDR functions would allow cities to go one step further by actively regenerating the Anthropocene. For example, urban geoengineering could remove GHG from the atmosphere as discussed in further detail.
below under the heading “CDR technology”. We consider this a regenerative function, because, in addition to offsetting all embodied and operational energy, the urban geoengineering function reduces atmospheric CO$_2$ to effectively mitigate climate change risk.

Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of the carbon reduction elements of Sustainable Development (B) and Regenerative Urbanism (C).

Considering diagram C in Figure 4, four distinct techniques can be used in a regenerative urbanism approach to reduce GHG including:

1. Structures that reduce energy demand and therefore reduce GHG emissions,
2. Operational efficiency measures that improve energy efficiency,
3. Renewable energy sources to displace GHG emitting fuels,
4. CDR techniques utilizing third way technology to actively remove GHG from the atmosphere (urban geoengineering).

Structures that reduce GHG emission demand

Examples of urban structural elements that reduce GHG emissions include:

- Urban growth boundaries for compact city footprints to reduce urban encroachment upon adjoining carbon sinks such as forested land, e.g., Portland, Oregon’s urban growth boundary, a policy which has been in place since the 1970s [84];
- Targeted density increases that reduce energy needs for transport due to shorter distances between locations [21,33];
- Reduced embodied energy in materials [34,35];
- High thermal performance of buildings reducing heating and cooling energy demand [82,83,85,86];
- Urban forest and biophilic strategies that shade habitable areas to regulate heat island effect and regulate microclimates reducing heating and cooling energy demand [87,88].

Operational efficiency measures that improve energy performance

Examples of urban operational efficiencies include:

- Energy efficient appliances;
- Transport technology efficiencies;
- Utility technological efficiencies such as Trigeneration [89,90];
- Passive building design [91].
Renewable energy sources

Examples of urban and bioregional renewable energy sources include:

- Solar photovoltaics [80,92];
- Biofuels, biogas or combustible waste [93,94];
- Ground source, water source or geo-thermal energy [95,96].

CDR technology/urban geoengineering

Urban geoengineering, in combination with renewable energy in a low demand and highly efficient urban environment, can turn cities into CDR machines, while at the same time reducing emissions at source.

A range of novel techniques can be applied to urban geoengineering including:

- Carbon negative construction such as:
  - Carbon absorbing cement that takes CO$_2$ from industrial waste and incorporates it into cement (e.g., Solidia cement) and carbon negative plastics that capture CO$_2$ from the air (e.g., Newlight Technologies AirCarbon) [29]
  - “Energy Plus” buildings that generate more electricity than they consume thus offsetting other high carbon energy sources [82,97]
  - Prefabricated low carbon housing from biogenic materials (e.g., cross laminated timber, straw composite) that effectively sequester carbon if the biogenic materials are harvested from plantation sources [98,99].
- Carbon negative landscaping using Serpentine rocks that, when crushed, absorb CO$_2$ from the air [29];
- Carbon negative waste streams, such as biochar from combustible timber waste (e.g., from sources such as biogenic building material offcuts, forestry and agricultural waste) [29];
- Carbon negative industrial products, such as the industrial manufacturing of carbon nano fibres for many functions and carbon fibre replacing steel [29];
- Urban and bioregional forestry and biophilic urbanism to absorb carbon biomass [100–102].

3. Regenerative Cities

As modeling of urban metabolism, along with a general understanding of urban systems, improves, there is growing evidence that human settlements have large untapped sustainability potential. Not only may cities potentially have no net impact, but they may even become regenerative, not only in terms of energy, but also for water, food and biodiversity [66,103]. Each of these elements needs an understanding of urban stocks and flows, which can be provided through an urban metabolism analysis [76,104].

The ideal regenerative city (resulting from regenerative urbanism) would allow a settlement to:

- Create more energy than it needed.
- Use water sparingly with full recycling so it would not need to draw upon an external supply and enable regeneration of ground water systems and rivers.
- Regenerate natural systems in degraded areas to support biodiversity of a complexity similar to the pre-settlement bioregion’s natural capacity.
- Reduce the scale and length of centralized infrastructure for energy, water and storm water infrastructure, and the embodied and operational energy required for this infrastructure.
Regenerative design aims to eliminate waste by finding new uses for residual products by treating them as resources, e.g., waste food becomes compost thereby reducing the waste going into the environment (e.g., landfill) and in turn reducing the need to import fertilizers. In this way, urban material flows are optimized with the intent to create a circular urban metabolism [58,62,64]. By applying a regenerative design approach to urbanism cities can begin to perform a restorative role in the biosphere. The process requires local management of resources and will help build a local green economy as outlined in Newman and Jennings [58] and as is rapidly happening in Australia’s solar economy as described by Newton and Newman [105] and Green and Newman [106].

The regenerative potential of a location will vary, and specific needs will be highly dependent upon the climate. In this respect, regenerative design represents a very different approach from the universally applied Modernist “International Style” that has dominated city planning for most of the past century [107]. Far from being a utopian dream, there are numerous emerging examples with a variety of governance systems, such as:

- West Village, University of California (UC), Davis—the largest net zero carbon development in the USA—created by UC Davis with the local government [108];
- White Gum Valley or WGV (Perth, Australia)—a net positive energy precinct based on solar and batteries, with zero waste and high water goals—created by the WA Government, Fremantle Council and Curtin University;
- The Peterborough Carbon Challenge (marketed as “Vista”)—in 2012 the largest zero carbon development in the UK—led by the UK Government as a “Carbon Challenge” demonstration site and delivered through a public private partnership [109];
- Both Hammarby Sjöstad and the Royal Stockholm Seaport—created by the Swedish and Stockholm governments—are regenerative in energy and water as well as exhibiting extremely high recycling waste rates (enabled by automated vacuum waste collection streams);
- Vauban, Freiburg in Germany—with its net positive renewable energy system, dubbed the “greenest city in Europe”—led by a not-for-profit civic group with facilitation from the local government [110].

A regenerative design approach seeks not only to improve environmental impact from minimum statutory requirements, but also to restore degraded environments in terms of all material flows [58,69,100], with particular emphasis upon energy, water and waste.

Preservation, restoration and biomimicry of natural systems can improve biodiversity when applied at scale, an approach known as biophilic urbanism [87,101]. Biophilic urbanism is demonstrated in Singapore where vegetation clearing and biodiversity loss have both been reversed through scientifically-based urban planting between, around and on buildings [111] (see Figures 5 and 6). The increase in urban biocapacity in Singapore, has led to an estimated 20% increase in canopy cover from 1987 to 2007. This has been driven by a biophilic urbanism policy requiring that high density urban areas embrace natural systems, by integrating vegetation into building facades, rooftops and other urban infrastructure [111]. The advantages are abundant, including CDR through biomass creation, biodiverse habitats, local food production and livability improvements including aesthetics and cooling microclimates.

There is a growing body of literature on the theory of regenerative design and regenerative cities documenting the feasibility of this approach as early innovators deliver demonstration projects [58,70,112,113]. Such changes can rapidly be mainstreamed and set off an exponential growth in regenerative urbanism. This can not only make human environmental impact in urban areas less bad, but can start to regenerate degraded environments so that urban areas shift from being an ecological burden to an ecological asset, opening the possibility for the geological record to demonstrate a reversal of the negative impacts of the Anthropocene.
policies are paralleled by bottom up approaches from grass roots groups and low carbon disruptive technologies being developed by industry. However, the biggest potential change agents can be found through global emissions reduction agreements such as the Paris Agreement. These top down regulatory and infrastructure power with the bottom up local concerns and disruptive technology demonstrations.

4. Conclusions

The case for natural system-based geoengineering “silver bullets” is fraught with risks related to governance, ethics and technology, yet the need for viable climate change mitigation alternatives is growing. Most alternatives suggested to the world through IPCC are directed at national policies through global emissions reduction agreements such as the Paris Agreement. These top down policies are paralleled by bottom up approaches from grass roots groups and low carbon disruptive technologies being developed by industry. However, the biggest potential change agents can be found in the human resources that are brought together in cities as they can combine the top down regulatory and infrastructure power with the bottom up local concerns and disruptive technology demonstrations.

Figure 5. Singapore Garden City (source, Peter Newman).

Figure 6. Park Royal Hotel in Singapore shows the city’s commitment to biophilic urbanism, a component of the regenerative city agenda (source, Peter Newman).
Cities can drive massive small scale change with the cumulative potential for large scale urban geoengineering. Cities represent the arena in which change can be best managed and monitored and the greatest potential lies with developing nations where the highest rates of population growth and urbanization will occur. This growth will bring about new opportunities to either follow the consumptive pattern of the modernist developed world or take the disruptive technologies of the future and leap frog into demonstrating how cities can be urban geoengineers. This will require integrated urban planning at all scales from regional to the household as well as considerable modification of existing legislation, policies and codes driven by the highest levels of national government; but case studies are beginning to emerge that demonstrate this is not only feasible but cost effective [57].

Civilization in the Anthropocene is threatened by numerous planetary boundary transgressions including, but not limited to, climate change. However, consciousness is growing around human actions that can monitor and manage the global environment in relatively benign ways and even begin to regenerate the biosphere. For example, the Paris Agreement provides the mandate for this change and regenerative urbanism provides an approach to achieve the goals of the agreement. The driver and the evidence base exists, so the next step is for scientists and policy makers to work collaboratively on an evidence-based urban policy that delivers the social needs of the city, while actively applying urban geoengineering and regenerative approaches to reduce the ecological footprint beyond zero. The future is not written and it is still possible that the stewardship of our species in Earth’s history can be aligned with a period of hope and renewal for the regenerated Anthropocene.
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